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BAGUIO CITY , Philippines  —  Apayao leaders are pushing for the inscription of their province as the next 
UNESCO biosphere reserve of the Philippines.  

Gov. Elias Bulut Jr. and Rep. Eleanor Bulut-Begtang recently gathered stakeholders of seven towns of Apayao, 
provincial department heads including key officials of national line agencies stationed there for the inaugural 
meeting to chart their efforts. 

Philippine Eagle Foundation director of research Jayson Ibañez has been tapped for the effort to make Apayao 
the fourth biosphere reserve in the country after Albay, Palawan and Puerto Galera. 

Bulut stressed the need to protect the Apayao forest, dubbed as “the last lowland forest frontier of the north.” 
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“I’m very serious with this program… It would be a source of livelihood for generations to come. Each and 
everyone should do his or her part,” he said, expressing fear the forest may disappear in five years if nothing is 
done. 
According to Ibañez, Apayao has the potential to be tagged as a UNESCO biosphere reserve for its still intact 
and vast virgin forest aside from the presence of the Philippine Eagle in areas such as Calanasan town.  

Ibañez pointed out the unique characteristics Apayao possesses compared to other UNESCO biosphere 
reserves such as Albay and Palawan, which are usually based on marine/coastal. 

In Apayao, its lowland forest and presence of wildlife and different endangered species are prime features.  

“The Apayao province key biodiversity area is one of 12 globally recognized KBAs in Northern Luzon. The 
forest cover of the Apayao KBA is estimated at about 170,000 hectares in which the seven towns are part,” 
Ibañez said. 

Ibañez said the “Iapayaos” would benefit once the province qualifies as a UNESCO designated biosphere 
reserve.  

“As governor said, it would attract investors and boost the tourism industry… which in turn will generate work in 
the locality. There will be common blueprint/framework and more outside help and funding. Education through 
research and national and global prestige… would be attained,” Ibañez added. 

Bulut and Begtang proposed that the program such as in Calanasan should be local government unit-led, with 
technical assistance from national line agencies like the Department of Environment and Natural Resources. 

http://www.philstar.com/science-and-environment/2017/11/23/1761463/apayao-eyes-unesco-

biosphere-reserve-title  
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